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ETHIOPIAN  PEOPLE  PATRIOTIC  FRONT GUARD:                                                           

( EPPFG )                                                                        Date. 15/September/2014 

                                                                                                              Ref. NoEPP/081/10/2010 

TO  THE GOVERNMENT  OF THE  FEDERAL  REPUBLIC  OF  GERMANY. 

It is known that Ethiopia  is the second largest populace country in Africa 

continent. Ethiopia is also well known that it is rich in natural resources and  

man power for its economic development. But, due to lack of good governance, 

Ethiopia is still one of the poorest countries in the world. The current 

"government" of Ethiopia who is Tigrean's People Liberation Front/Ethiopian 

People's Revolutionary Democratic Front ,TPLF/EPRDF, has empowered for 

the last 23 years by monopoly. But, they are unable to bring development, 

democracy, and freedom for Ethiopia people. On the contrary, development of 

Ethiopia becomes retarded to the worst level by dictatorial regime of 

TPLF/EPRDF. Until now in Ethiopia, there had not been fair and free election. 

they are still in power by abusing citizens' right, denying freedom of press, 

demolishing the independent judiciary system and weakening the peaceful 

struggle in our country.  

As one of the solutions for the current problems of Ethiopia, an organization 

called Ethiopian People Patriotic Front (EPPFG) was established, by patriotic 

Ethiopians who decided to liberate their own country from repressive 

governance of TPLF/EPRDF using all means of struggle. EPPFG  is one of the 

strongest organizations who are struggling so as to dismantle cruel, oppression 

and tyranny power of  TPLF as a result  to bring freedom, democracy, justice 

and equality of all nations and nationalities in Ethiopia. EPPFG  is a political 

wing which is mobilizing thousands of Ethiopians in Africa, Europe, North 

America and Australia. In the mean time the chairman of EPPFG, Mr. Leul 

Keskis, was elected to parliament in 2005 as member of the Coalition for Unity 
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and Democracy Party (Kinijit). When the Woyane regime stole the election and 

after witnessing the atrocities Woyanes were committing against their 

constituents, instead of joining the rubber-stamp parliament, he along with our 

other parliaments, chosen to join the EPPFG fighters. After joining the EPPFG 

fighters, the leadership decided that Mr. Leul Keskis is more important if he is 

assigned to facilitate the diplomacy work in abroad. Currently, Mr. Leul Keskis 

who is working as the chairman of EPPFG & the internal relationship in World. 

At this time, the one who could take the responsibility and accountability for all 

of the problems that the Ethiopian people face is TPLF/EPRDF. We believe  and 

we are evidential that the source of all political and economical problems of 

Ethiopian people is TPLF government.  

It will take time if we try to mention all the crimes that the current regime of 

TPLF did on Ethiopian people, but we would like to mention the severe ones. 

1. Providing fabricated data for Ethiopian growth in GDP 
TPLF is reporting that Ethiopia's economy grew up by 11% which made 

Ethiopia one of Africa's top performing economies. They cheated the world by 

saying Ethiopia one of the countries which has the  growing economy. We 

believe that  the reality at the ground is opposite to the fabricate d report of 

TPLF. There is still food insecurity. It is obvious that the people are suffering in 

poverty, starvation and high rate of inflation. On the other hand, TPLF is seen 

when begging aid from world bank for those under food crisis.  This is the way 

how TPLF shut the mouth of those ones who are going to ask their right by 

making them to be engaged in looking for their food.   

2. Terrorizing the people 
Ethiopians ant-terror proclamation, signed in to law in 2009, proclaims the right 

of the people to live in peace, freedom and security. But  in practice the overly 

broad legislation has been used by the government to terrorize political 

dissenters and to kill peaceful protesters. The implication of this law like 
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dictatorial edict has also endangered the basic human rights including the rights 

to bodily integrity, peaceful assembly and the right to fair trial. The "anti-

terrorism law" also denies citizens the right to fair trial by stating a terrorist   

suspects can be held for up to four months without being charged. And many 

journalists, activists and opposition party leaders have been the innocent victim 

of this dictatorial order.  

Ethiopia government openly displayed its evil intentions by airing fiction drama 

like "Jihadawi Harakat", depicting Ethiopian Muslims as blood thirsty people 

and this was done intentionally to divide  the Muslims and Christians. TPLF is 

terrorizing its citizens using many ways like by throwing bomb in Taxi, in 

Hotels, and in living buildings of the people.  

3. Repressing freedom of religion  

Significantly on the two major religious institutions, Christian church and Islam, 

the TPLF regime is interfering to appoint its own cadre for the leadership. 

Besides, it has confiscated the tenure of the church and it is persecuting monks 

and hermits. 

4. Forcing Ethiopians to be migrated illegally 
At this time, the Horn of Africa become the largest refugee-producing area in 

the world, with Ethiopia being the largest contributor to the refugee flows. 

Currently, Ethiopia becomes problematic area in Horn of Africa due to the 

complexity of refugee flows and the fact that Ethiopia both sends and receives 

refugees simultaneously. As a result many Ethiopians flee their homeland and  

migrate towards neighboring countries, Middle East, Europe and America afraid 

of political injustice, torture and prison. 

Surprisingly, TPLF acts as non-official broker and receive high amount of 

money as a commission for trafficking women and children in Ethiopia from  

rural to urban  communities and to abroad. TPLF has organized this kind of 

illegal agencies which can facilitate such "opportunities" for our poorest people. 
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Ethiopian women working as domestic workers in the Middle East are described 

as suffering  with inadequate working conditions and physical and sexual 

abuses. As an evidence, about 150, 000  illegal migrants of Ethiopia has been 

deported from Saudi Arebia in this year. 

5. Jailing and torturing of bloggers and journalists 

The dictator regime arrested six bloggers called Zone 9 and three other 

journalists, who all now face terrorism charges for their writing. TPLF has 

charged around 20 journalists who were editors of news papers and magazines 

and force them to leave their country. 

6. Targeting University students for their political purpose as 

a result affecting quality of education. 
Security forces of TPLF killed around 50 students in Ambo University who 

protested peacefully against the plans to expand the capital city  in to  Oromia 

State. TPLF is forcefully training  all of University students so as to make 

members of their party during summer break. As a result, TPLF has put its 

negative influence on the quality of education which is the base for development 

of the country and continuation of generation. 

7. Jailing and torturing activists and members of opposition parties 

Members of opposition parties which are struggling in the country peacefully 

are becoming target of TPLF for jailing, torturing and killing. Similarly 

members of organizations which are found outside the country to oppose TPLF 

through all means of struggle are also the victims of the TPLF murderers.   

TPLF security forces, after coming across the board,  has taken out OLF 

members in Kenya,  EPPFG members  in Sudan  Major, called Asemu Meherete 

,Captain Getachew Nigusie & Mr.  Atanaw  Wassie Ethiopian Democracy 

Union( EDU) Leadership & 15 Friends in Sudan (Khartoum) and previous 

president of Gambela region in South Sudan from where they are living as 

refugees. In addition, Andargachew Tsige,  (General secretary of opposition 
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organization), Ethiopian-born with British citizenship, was arrested while in 

transit through Yemen and handed to TPLF to be taken to Addis Ababa for 

torturing and killing. 

In general TPLF is terrorizing the Ethiopian people who are living outside of 

their country. They send their security members in the name of student scholars 

and asylum seekers in to refugee camp and other cities so as to demoralize our 

work or to collapse our struggle in abroad  physically,  and throgh social media 

like blogs and facebook to attack and minimize opposition movement of the 

Diaspora against TPLF. 

The main Indicators of poor administration of TPLF regime: 

a) Migration of huge number of citizens legally and illegally to Arabic 

countries due to this around 150,000 Ethiopian migrants were deported 

from Saudi Arabia. 

b) Migration of higher officials of TPLF 

c) Migration of highly educated students, scholars and elites. 

d) Ethiopian airlines Co-pilot hijacks plane to seek Geneva asylum. 

Currently our organization is struggling against TPLF  through demonstration to 

expose their crime to the world by creating awareness to our members and 

supporters and working diplomacy with other officials.   

We would like to suggest the consequences as long as TPLF insist on doing 

these crimes: 

 Unfair election 

 Misuse of resources only for ruling party 

 Unfair wealth distribution  

 Ethnic federalism implementation 

 Forcible relocation of indigenous people by selling their land to neo-

colonizers (Saudi Arabian, and Indian land grabbers),  
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 Expulsion of the Amhara people from different regions of Ethiopia.  

 

Finally all these cruelest conspiratorial repression will result in ethnic conflict, 

civil war, disintegration of country and will make East Africa the area for 

incubation of terrorists.  TPLF becomes financial strong since they use the 

money from foreign aid for their political purpose instead of humanitarian  

purpose. Therefore, we would like to recommend government of Germany and 

other EU countries and government of USA to control their financial help by 

checking whether it is used for targeted purpose. Otherwise, it will be a bullet  to 

kill the innocent people and to elongate the age of fascist TPLF regime.  

 

In conclusion, the EPPFG  pursues all peaceful  means of struggle to bring 

justice, democracy, equality and freedom to our country, Ethiopia. So we kindly 

solicit your cooperation to consider the just of our cause. 

 

CC: 

 European Union 

 America State  Department 

 Amnesty International 

 Genocide Watch 
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